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IntroductionIntroduction

Bacteriorhodopsin Bacteriorhodopsin versus versus ProteorhodopsinProteorhodopsin

Bacteriorhodopsin

- first found in Archaea

→ Halobacterium salinarum

- functions as a light-driven proton
pump

Proteorhodopsin

- first found in bacteria

→ Member of the “SAR86” group

- assumed to function as a light-driven
proton pump as well

Objectives of the paperObjectives of the paper

1. Objective: Identification of proteorhodopsin in environmental samples

- Beja et al. 2000 (Science) found proteorhodopsin based on
recombinant DNA

- So far not observed in the sea

2. Objective: Search for proteorhodopsin in samples from different areas

- using samples from different environments for analysis

- Excluding unique appearance

- finding proteorhodopsin genetic variants

3. Objective: Characterization of different proteorhodopsin
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1.Objective: Identification of 1.Objective: Identification of proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin in environmental samplesin environmental samples
Goal, layout and methodsGoal, layout and methods

Goal: looking for photochemical activity

Layout: Monterey Bay environmental samples

Method: membrane preparations of bacterioplankton from surface waters

Laser flash-photolysis techniques

580nm = yellow

400nm = violet (blue)

500nm = green

Transient depletion

Transient absorption increase
Bacteriorhodopsin

Unprotonated
Schiff base form

- M decay = red-shift
from unphotolyzed
520nm state

- rate-limiting steps

- Re-protonation

- deprotonation of
Schiff base within
0.5ms

Indication for photocyclic reaction
The absorption maxima of the photointermediates are shifted to either the red or blue of the
unphotolyzed states of the pigments

1. Objective: Identification of 1. Objective: Identification of proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin in environmental samplesin environmental samples
PhotocyclePhotocycle

The reaction involves cleavage of the
(protonated) Schiff base bond

→ linkage for the retinyl chromophore
to the protein.

1.Objective: Identification of 1.Objective: Identification of proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin in environmental samplesin environmental samples

Bleaching of the pigment with hydroxylamineBleaching of the pigment with hydroxylamine

After hydroxylamine removal

→ Photoactivity was restored by
adding all-trans retinal
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1. Objective: 1. Objective: Identification of Identification of proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin in environmental samplesin environmental samples

ConclusionsConclusions

- observed transient flash-induced absorption changes

→ Photochemical reaction cycle of 15ms

→ Characteristic of retinylidene ion pumps

- hydroxylamine blocks photoactivity

→ Recovery of photoactivity by adding retinal

→ photosignal derive from retinylidene pigmentation

⇒ proteorhodopsin present in membranes of native marine
bacterioplankton

2. Objective : 2. Objective : Search for Search for proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin in samples from different areasin samples from different areas

Goal, layout and methodsGoal, layout and methods

Goal: explore existence of other
proteorhodopsins

Layout: 3 different sampling stations

Method: Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR) using DNA extracts

Monterey Bay

California Coast

Hawaii Ocean Time
Series, HOT

Central North pacific
ocean

Palmer Station, Antarctica

Southern ocean

Monterey: 97% identity over 248 aa, 93% identity on DNA level

⇒ Proteorhodopsin similar, but not identical

Antarctica: 78% identity over 248 aa in regards to Monterey samples,

- changes of aa sequence regarding hydrophilic loops (changes near retinal binding site)

- insertion of 1 aa

2. Objective : 2. Objective : Search for Search for proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin in samples from different areasin samples from different areas
Multiple alignment of Multiple alignment of proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin amino acid sequencesamino acid sequences

- = conserved sequence

Boxes = transmembrane helices

Red residues = retinal - binding pocket
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2. Objective : 2. Objective : Search for Search for proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin in samples from different areasin samples from different areas
Phylogenetic Phylogenetic AnalysisAnalysis

Phylogenetic tree splits into two clades:

1. Monterey Bay Clade (including HOT
samples)
 → 16 different variations in 3 clusters

2. Antarctica clade (including HOT samples)
 → 13 different variations in 3 clusters

Phylogenetic tree of inferred aa of cloned genes

Hawaii samples:

→ 80% clones from HOT surface water
belonged to Monterey clade

→ 90% clones from HOT 75 m fell into
Antarctica clade

2. Objective: 2. Objective: Search for Search for proteorhodopsin proteorhodopsin in samples from different areasin samples from different areas

ConclusionsConclusions

- Changes in amino acid sequences reflected in grouping in
pylogenetic tree

⇒ Resulting in two different clades

⇒ Different types of proteorhodopsin present

- samples from Hawaii present in both clades depending on depth

3. Objective: 3. Objective: Characterization ofCharacterization of  differentdifferent  proteorhodopsinproteorhodopsin
Goal, layout and methodsGoal, layout and methods

Goal: Are there differences in the function of the proteorhodopsins from the two
different clades?

Layout: samples from HOT station from surface (5m) and 75 m, Antarctica and
Monterey Bay

Method: recombinant expression of proteorhodopsin genes in E. coli

Measuring absorbance
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samples from HOT surface water belonged to
Monterey clade = green absorption maximum

samples from HOT 75 m fell into Antarctica clade =
blue absorption maximum

Blue-shift

Antarctic proteorhodopsin spectrum similar to retinylidene pigments from archaeal
sensory rhodopsin II

→ very similar blue-shift

→ Absorption maximum at 490nm - blue-shift of 37nm from 527nm

3. Objective: 3. Objective: Characterization ofCharacterization of  differentdifferent  proteorhodopsinproteorhodopsin
AbsorbanceAbsorbance  spectraspectra

Some areas most light energy is blue ranged

Energy peak maintained over depth, total
energy decreases

At surface = broad energy peak

Below 50m = peak narrows

Blue-shifted proteorhodopsin variants better adapted
to light available in their environment

Energy-generating pigments spectrally tuned to
shallow or deeper water

The irradiance is the
power per unit area

carried by an
electromagnetic wave.

3. Objective: Characterization of different proteorhodopsin

Why are different proteorhodpsins important?

3. Objective: 3. Objective: Characterization ofCharacterization of  differentdifferent  proteorhodopsinproteorhodopsin

ConclusionsConclusions

Proteorhodopsin from Antarctica clade (including 75m HOT
samples) show a blue-shift

⇒ seem better adapted to light available in their environment

⇒ Tuning of pigments

⇒ Selective advantage at different points along the depth-
dependent light gradient

⇒ co-existing of surface- and deep-water clades
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Take Home MassageTake Home Massage

1. Proteorhodopsin is present in marine bacteria

2. Shows diversity in bacteria from different areas
and depth

3. Is adapted to it’s environment and light conditions

What next?What next?

Are the proteorhodopsin-containing organisms autothrop?

⇒ If organisms gain their energy from light, do they fix CO2 as well (which is
also available in “high” concentrations in the ocean)?

Is proteorhodopsin present in terrestrial bacteria?


